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Abstract 
Doets, K., A slight strengthening of a theorem of Blair and Kunen, Theoretical Computer Science 
97(1992) 175-181. 
The theorem alluded to in the title says that the greatest fixed point of the consequence operator 
associated with a definite logic program can be Zi-complete. This result is slightly refined, 
employing a notion of co-computability. The main lemma shows that we can co-compute the 
well-founded part of a relation with co-computable complement. 
0. Introduction and summary 
It is a remarkable fact that-although the least fixed point TPT of the consequence- 
operator T, associated with a (definite) logic program P cannot be worse than 
X:--its greatest fixed pointT,J can be as complex as X,:-complete. 
The germ of this result is contained in Blair [4]. An incomplete sketch of the 
result itself is in [5]. In a slightly different setting, a very short proof based on the 
Kleene-Spector normal form of Hi-sets occurs in Kunen [7]. 
Below we refine this result slightly, using the same normal form. We employ a 
notion of co-computability. Our main lemma shows that we can co-compute the 
well-founded part of a relation whose complement is co-computable. We refer to 
[l] or [8] for unexplained notions. Note that we do not write + backwards. 




The usual notion of computability for logic programs is defined in terms of the 
least fixed point: P computes the n-argument relation r on the Herbrand-universe 
% = 021P of closed terms in the relation symbol R if r( t, . . . )CJ R( t, . . ) E TT (where 
TT is the least fixed point of the operator T = Tp associated with P). 
Definition 1.1. Pco-computes rin R if r(t,...)@R(t,...)gTTpJ. 
1.2. Well-founded parts 
Let i be a (binary) relation on a set W. Wf( W, i), the well-founded part of -C 
on W, is the largest i-initial of W on which -K is well founded. 
Of course, Vc W is a <-initial of W iff Va E V V/3 < a[/3 E V], and i is 
well-founded on V iff <-induction on V is valid, which means that for every X c W 
if Vcu E V[Vp E V(p < a+/3 E X)+a E X] then Va E V[(Y E X]. 
We need the following (well-known) result. 
Lemma 1.2. Zf the monotone operator @: .9(W)+ 9(W) is defined by 
Q(X):= {a E wlvp < cz[P E Xl}, 
then @t = Wf( W, i). 
Proof. (i) @t contains every <-initial V of W on which < is well founded: It 
suffices to show. that 
since then, by i-induction on V, V c Qt. 
So, fix a E V such that VP E V(p i a=3p E @t). Then clearly also VP < a(/3 E CDT), 
since V is an <-initial. By definition of @J therefore, (Y E @(@T). However, @(CDT) = 
@t; whence cy E Qt. 
(ii) @t is an <-initial of W: If a E @T then LY E @(@t), and hence V/3 -C 
a(P E @?). 
(iii) Finally, i is well founded on CDT: Assume that Xc W is such that 
Va E q[Vp E Cq(/3 -=C (Y3p E X)*cy E X]. 
I.e., VCY E W[Vp < a(P E Y)=+a E Y], where Y := ( W\@T) u X. 
Then @( Y) c Y by definition of @, hence @t c Y since @t is the least such Y; 
whence @t c X. 0 
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2. Co-computation of well-founded parts 
% is the Herbrand-universe of closed terms. Suppose that a set WC % and a 
relation < on W are fixed. 
Theorem 2.1. If the program P satisjies the following condition: 
[!I P co-computes W and the complement of -C in the symbols nw and pr, 
respectively, 
then addition of the following two rules (involving the new symbol wf) 
wf 1. pr(P, a) A wf(p) + wf(a) 
wf2. nw(a) + wf(a) 
produces a program Q which co-computes Wf( W, <) in wf. 
Proof. Let T and S be the operators associated with P and Q, respectively. By 
Lemma 1.2 we have that Wf( W, <) = @t, where @ is defined by Q(X):= 
{(Y E W 1 V/3 < a![/3 E Xl}. Therefore, co-computability of Wf( W, <) by Q in wf 
amounts to the equivalence: 
CY E @t e wf(cu)k? SJ. 
Put r := { cy 1 wf( a) @ Sl}. Note that 
CWET C) Wf((Y)&SJ (by definition of I-) 
@ +P[pr(P, a), wf(P) E SJI A MaI g Sl 
(by the wf-rules, since SJ is a fixed point) 
@ 13P[pr(P, IY) E TJ A wf(p) E Sl] A nw(a) ~8 TJ 
(on the P-language, Q and P behave similarly) 
($ l!@[piCIAWf(P)ES~]A~E w (by [ 11) 
e vpiCI[Wf(p)&SJ]ACZE w (by predicate logic) 
(Ij aE@(r) (by definition of r and CD). 
So, r is a fixed-point of @; whence @t c r, proving the implication (Y E @T+ 
wf(a)ESJ. 
For the reverse implication wf(cv) & S&+(Y E @t, is clearly suffices to show that 
for all 5: wf(a) $ SJ,,$*LY E @t. This is accomplished by induction on 5. 
The cases 5 = 0 and 5 a limit are unproblematic. For the successor step, note the 
following: 
wf(LY) 6z S&-t 1 
@ wf(a) g S(S15) 
e 13P[pr(P, a), wf(P) E S&l A nw(a)G S15 (by the rules wf 1-2) 
@ l%[pr(P, a)~ Tkwf(P)~ SLCl~nw(a)~ T.45 
(since pr and nw belong to the P-language) 
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@ vPbr(P, a) E TiS*wf(P) SZ S&l A da) 5s Tit (by logic) 
* Vp[p < a*wf(P)g S&5] A (YE w 
(by [!] we have, for every 5: p < aeppr(P, a) E TJ,*pr(P, a) 
E Ti&and: nw(cY)g T.J&+nw(a)a TJ.ea E W) 
=+ vp[p<a*pE@~]AczE w (by inductive hypothesis on 5) 
e aYE(@T (by definition of @). 
We have completed the proof. 0 
3. Kleene-Spector normal form 
Let Nc” be the set of finite sequences of natural numbers. Define the relation < 
on N’” by p < (Y := (Y is a proper initial of p. Note that < is recursive. 
Theorem 3.1. For A E II:, a recursive relation r c N’” x N exists such that 
n E A e < is well founded on the set W,, := {a (r(q n)}. (3.1) 
Proof. Cf. the “Tree Theorem” and the first six lines of its proof given in Shoenfield 
[9, p. 1801. q 
Suppose that A E IT: and let r be given by the theorem. Parametrize Lemma 1.2 
as follows. 
For each n, define the monotone @, : LP( W,) + P( W,,) by 
Q,(X) := {a E w, Ivp < a[/3 E Xl}. 
Then by Lemma 1.2, Qnt = Wf( W,,, -c). Therefore, < is well founded on W, iff 
W, c CO,,?; whence, by (3.1) 
nEA @ W,c@,t. (3.2) 
Remark 3.2. Cf. [2, Theorem 1.11, p. 2011 for a slightly different way to define a 
l-I:-set by way of an inductive definition. 
4. Refinement of the Blair-Kunen result 
Assume some representation of natural numbers (say, using 0 and S) and finite 
sequences of natural numbers (e.g., using an additional binary function symbol 
[. j .I) by closed terms. 
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the set A c N and the program P are such that 
(1) A is dejned by (3.1): n~Ae< is wellfounded on W,,:={a\r(a, n)}; 
(2) P co-computes r and the complement of i in NR resp. pr; 
(3) P co-computes the complement of r in R. 
Consider the following rules, involving the new symbols wf and A: 
wfl. pr(P,a)r,wf(P,n)+wf(cu,n) 
wf2. NR(a, n)-+wf(q n) 
[A]. R(a, n) A wf(a, n)-+A(n). 
Then addition of these rules to P produces a program Q which co-computes A 
in &I. 
Proof. By hypothesis (2) and Theorem 2.1, rules wf l-2 co-compute the relation 
LY E @,t in wf. 
Let U be the operator associated with Q. 
The claim follows by the following calculation: 
A(n)& Ul e 13a[R(a, n), wf(q n)E UL] 
(by [A], since Ul is a fixed point) 
e Va[R(a, n)E UJ*wf(cu, n)a UJ] 
(by predicate logic) 
e Va[r(a, n)=+a E @fitI 
(by hypothesis (3) and the fact that Q co-computes 
cwEO,T in wf) 
- wn~@nt (by definition of W,,) 
H nEA (by (3.2)). 0 
For the sake of completeness, we indicate the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2 (Blair [4], Kunen [7]). Every II:-set can be co-computed. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.1 and by the previous theorem, it suffices to show that 
every recursive relation can be co-computed. Now it is well-known that every 
recursive relation can be computed; cf., e.g., [l]. If the operator T associated with 
P satisfies TJ = TT, then P clearly will co-compute a relation iff it computes its 
complement in the same symbol. Therefore, it suffices to show that the computing 
programs for recursive functions constructed in [l] have this additional property. 
This follows immediately from the next lemma. 0 
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Lemma 4.3. Let P be a program with operator T. Consider the relation < on atomic 
sentences defined by 
B < A : = B occurs in the body of a ground-instance of a P-rule of which 
A is the head. 
If < is well founded, then T& = TT. 
Proof. Since TT c T&, it suffices to show that T&c TT. As < is well founded, it is 
well founded on T& as well. Therefore, by <-induction on T&, it suffices to show that 
if VBE TJ(BIAJBE TT) then AE TT 
for A E TJ. 
So, fix AE T& such that 
VBE TJ(B<A=sBE TT). (*) 
Now, TJ = T( TJ), hence A E Ti implies that for some ground-instance C + A of 
a P-rule, we have Cc TJ. By (*), Cc TT. Hence, A E T( TT) = TT. 0 
Remarks. It is known that recursive functions can be computed by programs satisfy- 
ing properties stronger than the above. By [5], they can be computed by determinate 
programs, i.e., programs satisfying TT = TJw. This is used in [7] to obtain a fast 
proof of the above corollary. Note that TT = TJw implies T& = TT. By [3], computa- 
tion of recursive functions can be accomplished by programs satisfying the still 
stronger requirement of recurrency, which means that the relation < of the lemma 
is well founded of height w. Cf. [6] for an elaboration. It is remarkable that, owing 
to an implementation of the p-operator which is rather too much straightforward, 
the programs of [l] may fail to be determinate. 
Corollary 4.4. More liberalprogram rules of theform C + R(t), where C is an arbitrary 
positive formula of predicate logic, can always be replaced by ordinary rules yielding 
the same greatest fixed point. 
Proof. The greatest fixed point of such rules always is Z:. 0 
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